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This report is being written as of June 28,
1983, but as the writing-up of lots for the 12th
mail sale is not in full swing, it is very possible
that this attempt at reporting might be a bit
short.
I would like to commenton the CZPprinted
by our new printer (2nd quarter). As noted in
my previous report regarding the possible
improvement in the illustrations - they are
quite superior and do include more detail
than before. Also you can note a more
uniform density between the various illustrations. This is no mean trick as the photographs submitted for "screening" will show
a marked differenc~ due to va}"ious stamps
being of aTfferent colors. And~ of further
interest is the excellent reproduction of the
"PRISONER OF WAR POST" form on page
9 which our printer reproduced from a
photocopy. Outside of a few delays in getting
this edition into the mail, we have no
complaints. This quarter will run smoother
and we hope to have all the bugs ironed out
by then.
A short note on the progress of the 12th
mail sale: Material is coming in at a steady
clip. And the quality is surprisingly good. Of
interest are a number of nice items such as
unused Scott Nos. 15, 31c, 38c, 39g, 47, and a
used 08; also many of the major errors will
be included in the sale.
H is my intention to attend SESCAL
during October 1983 where there will be a
CZSG regional meeting. This show will
feature U.S. Administered Areas and there
will be some outstanding exhibits of Canal
Zone material as well as the various other
U.S. possessions. Try and attend the show,
and the CZSG meeting on Saturday afternoon, October 15, 1983 - looking forward to
see you there!

Meeting Notiee
At SESCAL '83, a regional meeting of
the CZSG at the Ambassador Hotel, 3400
Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, California
on Saturday at 1 p.m. October 15, 1983.
Details from David Leeds, 11972 Chalon
Rd., Los Angeles, CA 90049.

Third Quarter, 1983

Whole No. 68

Third Series of 1904
By

Gilbert N. Plass

(Continued from last issue)
First Stage
In the last issue we completed our presentation of the broken letters and other defects of
the second through the sixth stages of the
1904-1906 overprints. We complete the study
now with the first stage which exists only
on the stamps issued on Dec. 12, 1904: 1<
(Scott No.9); 2<(No. 10); 5<(No. 12); 10<(No.
13); and 8< on 50c (Nos. 14 and 15). Since
everything that follows refers only to the
first stage, it is not necessary to mention
the stage again.
The overprints on this stage are never
heavily inked. The overprint is usually lightly
inked. On some panes with an especially
lightly inked overprint almost every stamp
appearS10 nave brokenletters. Tnese are not ~
true broken letters as they appear whole on
better inked examples. All examples listed
here of broken letters have been observed as
constant on a number of copies. Since the
stage need not be listed here, the broken
letters for the first stage are listed i.e., A2
(meaning second A is broken); Nlf (meaning
first N is filled-in); Z (S) (meaning Z broken
on some copies).
Pos. 1. This position has three easily visible
broken letters plus one more minor one.
There is a large break at the top of the C.
The cross-bar of the second A is missing.
Both top serifs are missing on the L. The top

Fig. 1. Pos. 1.

Fig. 2. Pos. 2.
left serif of the E is either bent slightly
upward or is missing (Fig. 1). C, A2, L, E.
Pos. 2. There are minor varieties on Nl
(diagonal stroke is crooked) and L (small
break on lower right serif) (Fig. 2) on some
examples. More minor breaks not listed but
seen on some examples, are at bottom left of
A2 and top and bottom of E. Nl (S), L.

CZSG Regional Meeting
at Seseal
A regional meeting of the Canal Zone
Study Group will be held during SESCAL on
Saturday
afternoon, October 15, 1983 at
the Ambassador
Hotel,
Los Angeles.
SESCAL, the annual Stamp Exhibition of
Southern California, will take place October
14-16 at the Ambassador Hotel.
The SESCAL 1983 theme is U.S. Administered Regions, and entries of Canal Zone
material are encourage. A large number of
frames
have been reserved
for theme
material.
A prospectus may be obtained
from Show Chair Nancy Bleasdale, P.O. Box
36034, Los Angeles, CA 90036. If desired,
entries may be submitted under a pseudonym
to protect the identity of the owner.
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Fig. 3. Pos. 3.

(continued on page 19)

Mail Sale No. 12
Catalogs for the mail sale will be mailed
during the last week of August 1983.
Closing date for receipt of bids is Monday,
October 3, 1983, no later than 12:00 noon
at:
Richard H. Salz
60 Twenty-seventh Ave.,
San Francisco, CA 94121
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Auctions
By Gilbert N. Plass
Some auctioneers send us the prices realized within a few weeks after their auctions,
while others send them six months afterwards! Thus this report covers auctions from
January to June 1983. There were two large
auctions of Canal Zone material during this
period, both by Superior Stamp and Coin.
Their June auction offered more ofthe rarer
major numbers as well as the better errors
than any other auction for several years.
Prices were very strong for the better
material
ranging from slightly below to
slightly
above catalog, as long as the
condition was reasonable for that variety or
error. Some major Canal Zone numbers are
only known with disturbed tropical gum.
Some Canal Zone errors are only known with
the perforations Close to or cutting the design,
as the entire error pane was perforated in
this fashion. One must know what is possible
with a given stamp and not expect superb
never hinged for most of the older stamps.
For many numbers genuine copies do not
exist in such condition.
It has been reported that some of the
stamps in some auctions reported here were
sold back to the owner at a reserve price. If
this indeed is the case, it is unfortunate that
there is no way to identify such lots in the

prices realized. Although Sotheby's no longer
offers stamps at auction, for a period they did
identify lots sold at a reserve price. We would
ask other auctioneers to consider whether
this would not be the best policy for all
concerned.
In the following list the price realized is
given with the catalogue price in parenthesis
as listed in the auction catalogue. The name
of the auction house follows. All items are
unused and without serious defects unless
mentioned
otherwise. All prices (except
some under $10) have been rounded to the
nearest dollar.
Scott No.1,
nibbed perf., $260 ($375)
Robert Siegel; 1, PANAMA 15 mm long, st.
edge, $375 ($450) Superior; 3, trop. og, 1 mm
tear, $220 ($300) Superior; 3, used, sl. stain
at LL, $300 ($275) Superior; 3a, inv. ovp.,
$450 ($450) Superior; 4, pI. bl. of 6, $460
($575) Schiff; 8, $110 ($115) Kenedi; 9, $3.00
($2.25) Four Star.
No. lOa, inv. ovp., $225 ($200) Superior; 12,
PANAMA reading up in bl. of 4, $70 ($76)
Superior; 13, bl. of 4, $60 ($65) Superior;
13; PANAMA in pr., $115 ($115) Superior;
13, left PAN AMA 16 mm, $80 ($70) Superior;
15, couple short perfs, perfs touch at Rand B,
$2000 ($1800) Superior; 16b, pane of 100,
faults, $150 ($150) Superior; 18, used, $40
($50) Kenedi; 19, pr., one with 15 mm
PANAMA, $98 ($110) Irwin Siegel; 20, ext.
f., $105 ($35) Superior.
No. 21, bl. of 4, $125 ($120) Superior; 22,
ONE in hI. of 4, $35 ($40) Irwin Siegel; 22a,
imp. between, $950 ($800) Superior; 23c,
double ovp., $270 ($300) Superior; 31, 32, 38,
insc. bl. of 12, $500 ($178) Superior; 31, pr.,
vert. perfs nearly through
center, $50
Superior; 39c, booklet pane, $450 ($450)
Superior; 3ge, inv. center, trop. og, $475
($450) Robert Siegel; 45, bl. of 4, $75 ($70)
Superior.
No. 46, $240 ($275) Robert Siegel; 46, used,
$135 ($125) Superior;
48, $900 ($850)
Superior; 52a, ovp. reading down, $115 ($90)
Superior; 53, $110 ($110) Superior; 53a, ovp.
reading down, $90 ($100) Superior; 56, bl. of
10, $120 ($60) Superior; 56a, double ovp.,
$280 ($300) Superior; 57, sm. thin, gum
stained perfs, $225 ($225) Superior; 57, bl.
of 4, reinforced at center and B, f, $725
($1000) Superior; 58, used, heavy cancel,
$125 ($150) Superior; 59, used, $50 ($60)
Superior; 62a, ovp. reading down, $40 ($40)
Superior; 67, ng, $500 ($700) Four Star; 67a,
ZONE CANAL, $750 ($800) Superior; 68,
perf P, $95 Superior; 69, bl. of 4, perf P,
$200 Superior; Unissued 1924 Arms set of 7
values 5c -lb, listed in Scott specialized after
No. 69, 5 stamps with sm. thins, $975 ($875)
Superior.
No. 71, pI. bl. of 6, $75 ($35) Superior; 71d,
ZONE CANAL, $170 ($200) Superior; 71e,
booklet pane, $85 ($85) Superior; 72,93, 106,
116, 118 all perf P, $240 Superior; 73a,
booklet pane, Superior; 74, pI. bl. of 6, It.
crease, $240 ($375) Schiff; 77, $25 ($18)
Superior; 78, pI. bl. of 6, av-f, $625 ($750)
Schiff; 80, two copies, one each first and
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second printings,
$105 ($110) Superior;
84, bl. of 4, $115 ($120) Superior; 84, pro
with 11 and 8% mm spacings, $95 Superior;
84d, booklet pane, $160 ($150) Superior; 85,
pI. bl. of 6, $160 ($160) Schiff; 88, pI. bl.
of 6, f-vf, $500 ($450) Schiff; 90, pI. bl. of 6.
f-vf, $340 ($250) Schiff; 91, $5.00 ($4.25) Four
Star; 91c, ZONE CANAL, $210 ($175)
Superior; 97, pI. bl. of 4, f, $380 ($375) Schiff;
98, pI. bl. of 4, f-vf, $160 ($135) Schiff; 99, pI.
bl. of 4, f-vf, Schiff; 100-102, 4 pI. bl. of 4,
av-vf, $160 ($133) Schiff; lOla, booklet pane,
$140 ($150) Superior; 104, pI. bl. of 4, f-vf,
$230 ($190) Schiff.
No. 115, perf P, $85, Superior; 115-116, pI.
bl. of 4, $115 ($62) Schiff; 115c, 2 booklet
panes of 6 in booklet, $250 ($250) Kaufmann,
117a, booklet pane, $50 ($45) Superior; 117b,
booklet panes, $120 ($125) Superior; 120-135,
C15-20, lh, $140 ($193) Superior; 120-135, pI.
bl. of 6, f-vf, $1100 ($1126) Schiff; 141, pane
of 50, $55 ($87) Superior; 142-145, pI. bl. of 6,
$55 ($60) Kenedi; 157a, bridge omitted,
$10,000 ($13,000) Robert Siegel; 153-55, 160162, coils, pro and line pair of each, $35 ($46)
Superior.
No. C2, $162 ($125) Superior; C2a, $80
($75) Kenedi; C3, pI. bl. of 6, $80 ($90)
Superior; C4, $11 ($9) Four Star; C5a,
dropped 2, $65 ($75) Superior; C5, pI. bl.
of 6, $110 ($100) Superior; C6-14, pI. bl. of
10, f-vf, $260 ($263) Schiff; C21-16, panes of
100, $1600 ($2703) Schiff; C48-49, 4 panes
with diff. markings of each, $40 Superior.
Nos. COl-7, 14, $100 ($91) Superior; COl-7,
used, a over N, $100 Superior; C08, used, f,
$150 ($200) Kelleher; C08-12, used, $650
($960) Irwin Siegel; C09, used, $250 ($250)
Superior; C09 + 03 on cover, $360 Superior;
C014a, used, inv. ovp., $1300 ($700) Superior.
No. J1, used, $15 ($12) Four Star; J2, $240
($150) Superior; J6, used, bl. of 6, $85 ($50)
Superior; J8, used, bl. of 12, $140 ($75)
Superior; J8 (3) on cover from Great Britain,
$300 Kenedi; Jll, bl. of 6, used, $90 ($65)
Superior; J13, $75 ($55) Superior; J14, $235
($225) Superior; J17b, "E" omitted in pro with
normal, trop. og, $290 ($280) Robert Siegel;
J19a, ZONE ZONE in bl. of 36, $1250 ($1365)
Superior; J20, $95 ($100) Superior; J20c,
double ovp, bl. of 4, s.e. at L, $750 ($1000)
Superior; J21 var, ovp. shifted up and split,
from pane with J21a, $170 Superior.
No. 01-2, 4-7, 9, $70 ($58) Superior; 03,
used, $30 ($30) Four Star; 08, used, f, $750
($600) Superior.
No. OX1, complete pane of 8, ng, crease and
tiny thin, $250 ($250) Superior;
OX2,
complete pane of 8, cliches Yzmm apart, $425
($500) Superior; OX2, bl. of 4, cliches 1Yzby
4 mm apart, $425 ($500) Superior.
No. U2a, $65 ($75) Superior; U3, small
defects, $850 ($800) Superior; U3, used,
$350 ($400) Irwin Siegel; U4, cut sq., $30
($35) Irwin Siegel; Ul2, $400 ($175) Superior;
U13, $14 ($17) Irwin Siegel; U14, $550 ($350)
Superior; U15, $175 ($175) Irwin Siegel;
U15, used, $100 ($75) Superior; UC1, $105
($100) Superior; UC2a, $105 ($70) Irwin
Siegel; UC5, albino impression of surcharge,
$180 Superior.
No. UF1, small size (9,000 issued in small
size), $900 ($1250) Superior; UF1a, large size

(9,000 issued with 9~ mm spacing in large
size), $900 ($800) Superior; UF1 var, small
size, 10' denomination
overprinted
5' by
Panama for Canal Zone, rejected by Canal
Zone and returned to Panama whereovp. was
obliterated
with large black bars, $1000
Superior.
No. UX1. $33 ($30) Irwin Siegel; UX1b,
double surcharge, one reading down, hinge
thins, $850 ($1750) Wolffers; UX1d, $240
($255) Irwin Siegel; UX4, Xmas card on
back, $240 ($125) Irwin Siegel; UX5, some
staining, $825 ($1000) Superior; UX5, used,
sm. bend, $450 ($650) Superior; UX7, $50
($60) Superior.
Covers: 1918, first non-stop flight Atlantic
to Pacific, $115 Superior; 1919, first ocean
to ocean submarine
mail, $55 Superior;
Oct. 6, 1920, first flight returned due to
inclement
weather
over Jamaica,
$140
Kenedi; Sieger No. 64111. Graf Zeppelin,
mixed Canal Zone franking with US No. C14
(20 known) $1500 Zimmerman.;
Aug. 3,
1937, recovered from airplane crash, $40
Superior.
Addresses of above auctioneers (please
mention
Canal
Zone Philatelist
when
writing them): Four Star Philatelic, Box
261, Bethel, CT 06801; John W. Kaufmann,
Inc. 1522 K St., N.W., Washington,
DC 20005; Daniel F. Kelleher Co., Inc.,
10 Post Office Square, Suite No. 1230,
Boston, MA 02109; Peter Kenedi, Inc., 755 W.
Big Beaver Rd., Suite 122, Troy, MI 48084;
Jacques C. Schiff, Jr., Inc., 195 Main St.,
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660; Irwin Siegel, Box
122, Canarsie Station, Brooklyn, NY 11236;
RObert A. Biegel Auction GaTIenes, Inc., T60'E. 56th St., New York, NY 10022; Superior
Galleries,
Wilshire Wolffers,
Blvd., Beverly
CA 90210;9301Richard
Inc., Hills,
127·
Kearny St., San Francisco, CA 94108.

Scott Nos. 4-8, $388 ($348); 15, $1900
($1800); 22g, inv. center, $2000 ($1750); 47,
$2500 ($2250); 51, $43 ($30); 54, $190 ($175);
57, $250 ($225); 65, $65 ($50); 84, $28 ($20);
102a, $2000 ($1750); 103, $18 ($15); 153-155,
$0.60 ($0.47); 157a, $13,000 ($12,000); C50a,
$4,50 ($3.75); COl-9, $91 ($74); C014, $10
($8); J5, $85 ($70); J7, $85 ($60); J19a, ZONE
ZONE, $1000 ($850); 01-2, 4-7, 9, $60 ($52);
01-7, 9, used, $48 ($39),
Fig. 6. Pos. 7.

Top Performing Issues
Scott has published a list of the top performing issues for the U.S. Possessions for
the latest ten year period, 1973 to 1983. A
number of Canal Zone issues are on the list
including Scott No. 53, 2', Type IV with a
2100% increase; No. 55, l' Type V with a 994%
increase; No. 54, 5', Type IV with an 872%
increase; No. 47, 2', Type III with an 800%
increase; No. 57, 5', Type V with an 800%
increase; No. 36, 1', Type II, 650% increase;
No. 40, 5', Type II, 600% increase; No. 97, 2',
Perf. 10,592% increase; No.6, 5', used, 588%
increase.

Fig. 7. Pos. 9.

Third Series
(Continued from page 17)
Pos. 3. The lower right of the L is broken;
on some copies a simple break, but on others
the L appears as the letter I with just a trace
of the rest of the lower right stroke - this
remainder broken into two lines diverging at
an angle from each other as in Fig. 3 (may
. not be visible in reproduction). The E has a
large-breaK at thecenter top. L,

Fig. 8. Pos. 10.
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1984 Scott Catalogue Vol. 1
Reviewed by Gilbert N. Plass
The 1984 Scott Catalogue Vol. 1 appeared
on schedule this summer. When the current
publication schedule was adopted several
years ago, it was decided to review the prices
for United States and Possessions stamps
twice each year, for Vol. 1 and again for the
Specialized Catalogue. This custom has been
continued this year. The Canal Zone list has
been revised based on recent auction realizations for many items as well as other
information from dealers. Thus there are a
number of increases in Canal Zone prices,
but they all appear based on solid evidence.
In spite of the weakness in the stamp market
over the last few years, much Canal Zone
material has continued in demand and the
prices for better material have held up and
actually increased in some cases.
We give just a small number of the price
changes here to show some of the changes
made. You should buy a catalogue to obtain
all the current prices. The following prices
are for unused stamps (unless mentioned
otherwise). The price in the 1984 catalogue
is given followed by the price in parenthesis
from the 1983 Vol. 1. Prices over $10 have
been rounded to the nearest dollar.

Fig. 4. Pos. 4.
Pos. 4. The C has a break at the top left.
The lower right serif is completely missing
from the L, (Fig. 4). C, L.

Fig. 9. Pos. 11.
Pos 11. The top center of Z has a small
break, as does the center bar of Al and the top
of E. (Fig. 9). Z, Al (S), E (S).

Fig. 5. Pos. 6.
Pos. 6. The upper right serif is missing of
the L. There is a break in the upper left serif
of the E, (Fig. 5). L, E.
Pos. 7. There is a break at the top center of
E (Fig. 6). E.
Pos. 9. The center bar of A2 is broken
(Fig. 7). Other letters appear broken on
lightly inked examples. A2.
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Fig. 10. Pos. 12.
Pos. 12. There is a break near the top of the
left vertical stroke of N1 (Fig. 10). NI.
Pos. 13. There is a small break at the top of
C and two breaks along the left diagonal
stroke of A2 (Fig. 11). C (S), A2.

Fig. 11. Pas. 13.

Fig. 16. Pas. 24.
Pas. 22. Most of the center bar of Al is
missing (Fig. 15). AI.
Pas. 24. There is a large break at the left
center of A2 (Fig. 16). A2 (S).

Fig. 12. Pas. 14.
Pas. 14. There is a break above the center
on the left diagonal stroke and a break on the
center horizontal stroke of A2 on some copies.
On some copies the top of A2 has an indendation. There is a break on the right diagonal
stroke of Nl on some copies. (Fig. 12). A2 (S),

Nl (S).

Fig. 2. Fake overprint.
Another poorly done fake is shown in Fig.
2, Scott No. 95. The spacing of the two lines of
the overprint is 87:;mm instead of9 mmofthe
genuine. The letters are too thick and are
poorly alligned with respect to each other.
Any overprint of this issue which slopes
downward to one side, as this one does, should .-be carefully studied as they are usually fake.
However, there are a few examples of
genuine overprints
applied at an angle,
particularly
on the 5' value, Scott No. 86.
An excellent fake of the CANAL antique,
Scott No. 9a, is shown in Fig. 3. Warning

Fig. 17. Pas. 25.
Pas. 25. The C has a break at the top right.
There is a distinctive break on AI; the top
pointed part of the A is separated from the
rest of the letter by a white line (Fig. 17).

C (S); Al (S).
(Continued

in next issue)

Canal Zone Fakes
By Gilbert N. Plass

Fig. 13. Pas. 15.
Pas. 15. There is a break on the upper
portion of the 'left diagonal stroke of Al (Fig.

13). Al (S).
Pas. 16. There is a small break near the left
of the top horizontal stroke of the E. E.

From time to time I would like to illustrate
Canal Zone fakes in order to help our
members spot these items. Unfortunately
with the increase in value of Canal Zone
stamps, many of the overprints have been
faked. In some cases the items are so
inexpensive that one wonders why it was
worth the trouble of making them. Perhaps
the forger was practicing before operating
on more expensive items!
The United
States stamps
are seen
frequently with fake Canal Zone overprints.
These fakes are most often on used stamps.
A considerable number of them are done on
stamps that were properly used in the United
States; thus they have a cancellation that was
~ever used in the Canal Zone. A poorly done
fake of Scott No. 91 is shown in Fig. 1. The

Fig. 14. Pas. 19.
Pas. 19, On Nl there are one or two small
breaks on the right vertical stroke (Fig. 14).

N1.

Fig. 1. Fake overprint

Fig. 15. Pas. 22.

in black.

overprint is crudely done, has an 8 mm
spacing instead of the normal 9 mm spacing
of the first printing or the 7 mm spacing of
the second, and to add insult to injury the
overprint is in black ink instead of red!
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Fig. 3. Fake CANAL

antique.

signs are that the overprint is too light for
this variety and that the letters look fuzzy.
Proof that this is fake is the relative position
of the overprint on the bottom stamp (Pas. 36)
compared to the top stamp (Pas. 26). The
overprint
is considerably
higher on the
bottom stamp than on the top; there is not
this much variation on the genuine stamps.
Another proof is obtained from the broken
letters or rather the lack thereof on the
bottom stamp. The lower left serif on the E
of Pas. 36 is either completely missing or only
very slightly showing on this position for
genuine overprints. On the other hand the
serif is complete on the bottom stamp of this
pair. Also the second A is not filled-in as is
the case on the genuine overprint,
If the broken letters for a given position on
a stamp do not check out with those that are
listed in our current series of articles on the
third series in the CZP, you should carefully
check to see iftheoverprint
is indeed genuine.
If you have doubt about an overprint, send
it to the APS Expert Committee or to the
Philatelic
Foundation
for .a certificate.

War Savings Stamps
The Canal Zone Postal Guide of 1929 states
that "War Savings stamps issued in the
United States will not be paid in Canal Zone
post offices" (see Vol. 18, p. 26, 1982). We
wondered how they could tell when making
payments whether the stamps were issued in
the United States or in the Canal Zone. Could
any have been overprinted
or otherwise
marked? David Leeds reports that he has
several War Savings stamps that were
purchased in the Canal Zone from 1917 on.
These include a 25< Thrift Stamp (Scott
No. WS1) and a$5 War Savings stamp Series
of 1918 (Scott No. WS2) and another of the
Series of1919 (Scott No. WS4). These Stamps
are identical with those sold in the United
States and have no special marking.

Panama Used in Canal Zone
Only Canal Zone stamps were valid for
postage in the Canal Zone from 1904 to 1979.
Once in awhile covers are found franked with
stamps of other countries, especially the
United
States
and Panama.
Although
postage due should have been charged on
such covers, frequently it was not. Julius
Grigore, Jr. reports an example of a cover
franked with two Panama stamps and postmarked at Culebra on July 7,1926, addressed
to The Chase National Bank in Panama.
There is no evidence of postage due being
charged.

-Se'c-und-Time-Around -....
I k
. An mterestmg Item was not~d,whlle 00 I?g through the Frank MarqUIs 32nd .Auction Sale catalog of the Covele~k.1collectIOn of
Canal Zone and Panama rarities. The sale
was held on Saturda!, March 14, 1931, with
Walter S. Scott auctIOneering.
Do any of you readers have a copy of the
prices realized for this sale? If so, please
let me know.
- R.H. Salz
"Lot 227* Booklet pane of24, 2c stamps [Scott
No. 32c var.] in the cover of the 1c booklet.
Five of these booklets were sold at the Ancon,
C.Z. P.O., at 25< each. before the error was
discovered, and booklets called in. The clerk,
Mr. Geo. Backer, who furnished this information, was obliged to make up for the loss.
Rare item, est
$100.00"

Canal Zone Archives
to Smithsonian
On Thursday, March 17, 1983, more than
100,000 stamps, archival documents, and
objects that represent the complete history
of the Panama Canal Zone Postal Service
were transferred
by the Panama Canal
Commission to the Smithsonian's
National
Philatelic Collection at the National Museum
of American History in Washington, D.C.
The material
includes postal stationary,
precancels,
dies, die proofs, models and
design proposals, as well as correspondence
and documents related to stamp production

from the time the Canal Zone Postal Service
began in 1904 until it ceased operation in
1979. In addition, the transfer placed in the
hands of the Smithsonian a second pane ofthe
4< Thatcher Bridge error. Museum staff
members stated that they expect that the
material will once again be available for
study by early 1985.
- R. D. Bates, Jr.

Book Reviews
By David Farnsworth
Columbia and the United States 17651934 by E. Taylor Parks originally published
in 1935 by Duke University Press, Durham,
North Carolina, reprinted by two publishers:
Greenwood
Press, Publishers,
Westport,
Connecticut,
1968 (ISBN 0-8371-0187-5),
554 pages, $24.50 and Arno Press, New York,
1970 (ISBN 0-405-02043-0), 554 pages,
$23.00.
This book is an important historical work,
written in the finest tradition of a thorough
and authoritative
study. But the title is
somewhat misleading, since a principal topic
throughout is the United States' involvement
in Panama. So the book should not be overlooked just because Panama is not in the title.
Much information that does not reach the
more homogenized popular books can be
found here. For example, the author reveals
that George Totten of the Panama Railroad
was involved with a canal at Cartagena in
Columbia in 1844. Parks uses the estimated
losses to the United States firms from the
--+8'85-&Jlon-fire-to show-just hvw deepty--NorthAmerica businesses were involved in the
Panamanian
economy.
He examines
attempts prior to 1903 to free Panama from
Columbian rule, using his findings to evaluate later actions by the United States and
others participating
in the events of 1903.
The book gives a larger view than most,
but at the same time it is more detailed.
The continuity of events is clearer because
of this long view.
The People of Panama by John and Mavis
Biesanz originally published in 1955 by
Columbia
University
Press New York,
reprinted by Greenwood Press, Publishers,
Westport, Connecticut, 1977 (ISBN 0-83719680-9),418 pages, $27.50.
The authors are sociologists who lived in
Panama in the mid-1940's whileJ ohn Biesanz
was a visiting professor at the University of
Panama. The book is an attempt to capture
the lifestyles and culture of the Panamanian
people. This book is comparable to Area
Handbook for Panama, reviewed in Whole
Number 57, but is more concerned with
individual Panamanians'
lives. A combination of research and methodologies were
used to compile information for the book, but
the authors drew most heavily upon their
own firsthand experience and interviews.
This is a good book for easy reading.
The Republic of Panama in World Affairs
1903-1950 by Lawrence O. Ealy originally
published
in 1951 by the University
of
Pennsylvania
Press,
University
Park.
Pennsylvania,
reprinted
by Greenwood
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Press, Publishers,
Westport, Connecticut,
1970 (ISBN 0-8371-2806-4), 207 pages,
$15.00.
This historical monograph is a study of
Panama's
diplomatic
affairs. The huge
bibliography
shows
that
the author
researched his subject in all its dimensions.
But public activities, rather than such topics
as secret negotiations, are the stuff ofthe text.
Chapters on Panama in the two world wars
and on her membership in the League of
Nations and the United Nations are very
interesting.
This reviewer had some of the same kinds
of problems with this book, especially in
terms of shallowness, as he did with Ealy's
other book (reviewed in Whole Number 53).
However, if you are interested
in this
narrowly-defined
subject, The Republic of
Panama in World Affairs is among the books
to consult.

Cable and Radio Censorship
in World War II
By Harry A. Metzler
While searching
for postal censorship
information in the National Archives, a very
interesting report was found that gives an
insight on the trials and tribulations, size,
scope and operations of this censor function.
The report becomes more interesting when it
is realized that the Navy had ample time to
prepare for its responsibilities.
Before its
dissolution in 1919, the Censor Board made
recommendations
for censorship in future
_nationaLemergencies.
This~plan~waS-llJ)t_
officially approved nor were several others
which all had the consistent recommendation
that the Navy be in charge of overseas cable
and radio communications. In light of this.
the Navy established a rigorous training
school for officers in early 1941. Upon
completion of the course. the officers were
assigned to various Naval Districts to train
additional
personnel
and prepare
for
implementing
cable and radio censorship
when the need arose. The effectiveness of
these 22 years of awareness and training
can be measured by the following report
which has been condensed, yet retains the
wording of the report.
For the benefit of ex- Zonians, the headquarters of the Censor Station were in the
Cable Office and the adjacent Seventh Day
Adventist Church on Gavilan Road in Balboa.
(Continued on page 21,)
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Elections
Election of officers and directors for the
1983-84 term will take place this winter. In
accordance with the by-laws of the CZSG,
Article VI, Section 2, the nominating
committee is hereby ,appointed: Alfred R.
Bew, Chairman, 29 S. South Carolina Ave.,
Atlantic City, N.J. 08401; Michael Demski
and Kenneth J. Koob.
Once again here is your chance to make
changes in the various offices: president,
vice-president, secretary, treasurer and
three directors. Those of you who yearn
for a title, wish to help paddle the canoe,
or just rope horses, will please throw your
hat in the ring by contacting the chairman.
George Campbell has handled the chairmanship of the nominating committee for
the past five elections and because of various
reasons has asked to be excused. Request
granted, or course, and many thanks to
George for his many years of devoted service.
- R.H. Salz

--Eleventh----wrairSaJeReporf-Some statistics for the 11th Mail Sale held
in 1982 are: total of catalog and estimated
value = $95,000; net realization = $58,751,
or 61%.Of the 1244 lots in the sale, 1177were
sold. There were 270 bidders, of whom 196
were successful, providing a total of over
5700 bids. The largest number of bids (34)
was placed on lot 268, a Scott No. 52 OG NH
VF, with a high bid of $70, and the winner
purchasing the stamp for $42 against a
catalog value of $25.
The costsof running the sale were $3230.96,
43%higher than last year and higher than in
any of the previous sales. The net to the
CZSG was $2751.28. The higher costs
were associated with the greater number
of lots, resulting in the larger catalog and
higher mailing costs.
As manager of this sale, I am happy to
thank the many members who submitted
material and all those who participated
by bidding. Special thanks go to those in the
Washington, D.C. area who helped in the
many stages involved in running the sale, and
to Dick and Maggie Salz who arrived in time
to save me from a potentially disasterous
final week.
Copies of the prices realized are still
available for a SSAE, and extra copies of the
sale catalog are available for $1 to cover the
cost of postage from: Richard D. Bates, Jr.,
P.O. Box 40583, Palisades Station, Washington, D.C. 20016.
- R.D. Bates, Jr.
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WESTPEX Report

Winners

A successful meeting of the CZSG was
held at WESTPEX '83 on April 30, 1983. All
19 present introduced themselves, described
their collecting interests, and the six Zonians
took an extra bow. Don Kuske won the
"distance" award - he came all the way from
Independence,
Missouri. Dick and Maggie
Salz were not present as they were on a trip
(the first meeting they have missed in 14
years), but their presence was felt when two
spirits wearing coolie hats and deftly waving
chopsticks, materialized in vaguely outlined
forms around the lighting fixtures.
Bob de Violini made a pitch for SESCAL
'83 noting that the theme will be U.S.
Administered Areas.
Lawson Entwistle's
book "The Postal
Markings of the Canal Zone" received great
acclaim and several proposals were advanced
for an official commendation to be given
Mr. Entwistle for his extraordinary
effort
on the book.
Announcements
were made concerning
our new printer, the coming mail sale, and
"the book."
David Leeds discussed his WESTPEX
silver award exhibit "Essays, Proofs and
Specimens of Panama," and in his talk deftly
wove in the Panama essays and proofs, the
stamps of which, were overprinted for use
in the Canal Zone. He also spoke on French
Canal Bonds, Panama Railroad stock certificates, and other related fiscal paper. An
excellent presentation.
Tom Brougham made several brief talks

"The Postal Markings of the Canal Zone,"
by Lawson P. Entwistle, won a vermeil
award with felicitations from the jury in the
philatelic
literature
section
at PAN
PACIFIC EXPO '83 in Portland, Oregon,
May 20-22, 1983. Congratulations,
Lawson!
As mentioned
in previous
"Winner"
columns it is becoming exceedingly difficult
to pin-point winners at various shows because
the exhibit titles are left out of the reports
in the philatelic press. If you would like to see
your name in this column please drop me a
line and give the details.

on airmail rates and usages, postal markings
with reference to the Entwistle book, and his
trip to the archives in Washington, D.C.
The meeting adjourned for stamping and
yarn swapping. See you all next year!
- Ray Erickson

Supplement to
Postal Markings Book
A supplement to Handbook No.5, "The
Postal Markings of the Canal Zone", is being
prepared for publication late this year or
early in 1984. Members are urged to cooperate by sending photo copies of any new
postal markings to Lawson· P. Entwistle,
10,000 East Broadway, Tucson, AZ 85748.

SUPERB SALE
Send SASE for FREE List #6 of Canal
Zone one of a kind. Includes singles,
multiples, plate blocks, booklet panes,
used, BOB, covers, First Flights, first
days, ·and stationary.
Something for everybody!
Send Want Lists
I Buy Collections

Del Parker
Box 998, Mercer

Island,

WA 98040

(206) 232-2560

- R. H. Salz

Censorship (Continued from page 21)
The history of the District Cable and Radio
Censor, Panama, can be divided into two
periods:
(1) the period preceding
the
outbreak of hostilities; (2) the period of
operations following the declaration of war.
The preliminary
period was one of great
difficulty characterized
by several anomolies. Not the least of these was the fact that
an organization
was attempted
whose
functions had not been authorized by law.
That is to say, the personnel in Balboa were
endeavoring to construct an efficient unit for
censorship that could go into full operation
immediately
upon the outbreak of war;
however, because such a war condition did
not exist, the status of censorship was
unsettled. Consequently, there "vas a continual hampering
of the activities of the
censorship officers assigned there.
In addition, this same condition necessitated
working
immediately
under
the
direction
of the District
Intelligence
Officer, completely within the structure of
the Fifteenth
Naval District. This was
detrimental
in that the censorship officers
experienced
an isolated feeling accorded
to them by the Intelligence Office; all knew
that in some way censorship
would be
conducted
separately
when war came.
Further,
there was the difficult problem
that much of the censorship of cables and
radio transcended
purely Naval matters
and crossed over into many other fields.
Thus, there was a good basis for many
misunderstandings,
frictions, delays, etc.
Nevertheless, a survey was made of cable
and radio censorship requirements
in the
area and preparations
made for the anticipated physical requirements. Arrangements
were made with the two cable and radio
companies for space in their operating rooms
and a main office was rented for administrative and censoring activities. Arrangements were made for the procurement
of
furniture
and equipment and the Supply
Officer of the 15th Naval District was to
retain the material to be released when
National Censorship was instituted.
Perhaps the greatest problem confronting
the District Cable Censor during the period
prior to actual hostilities
was that of
personnel. During the spring of 1941 officers
assigned
to National
Censorship
began
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gradually
to arrive at the 15th Naval
District. Of the early arrivals, six officers
who had been trained in censorship were
immediately assigned to various branches
of the District
Intelligence
Office and
remained with the Commandant even after
war was declared. The few officers that did
arrive after July who had taken the censorship course were assigned to the District
Naval Censor. However, in order to establish
a semblance of a working complement, other
officers, without censorship training, were
placed in Censorship.
Thus, when war was declared, this office
had detailed to it eleven officers of whom
four had censorship training in the regular
course conducted in the States. For this
reason, censorship classes were instituted
in October and conducted daily. Supplementing the officers training, classes were also
given in the social, economic and political
conditions of Latin America. Further,
it
was required that personnel attend Spanish
classes. By this means it was possible, at
least partially, to train our personnel before
Dec. 7, 1941. A Watch, Quarter and Station
Bill was organized to anticipate the problems
that would arise and determine the suitability of the different
officers for departments
of Censorship.
Practical
ex"
perience
in operation,
however, saw a
serious modification of this Bill.
At 4 p.m. on December 7, 1941, Censor
Panama went into operation with a complement of eleven officers, seven yoemen,
two seamen, and five civilian employees.
(Continued in next i88ne)

"MOUNT HOPE" Overprints
These are from a large virgin piece
of each, which we are breaking down.
All are immaculate mint, fresh o.g.,
and never hinged.
No. 46 (1' green and black) (Cat. $275)
Fine by V.F. centering
$165
V.F

Extremely Fine
Superb

$200
$225

$300

No. 48 (5' blue and black) (Cat. $850)
Fine by V.F. centering
$450
V.F

$575

Extremely Fine .. ;
Superb

$650
$850

Blocks of 4 Pro-ram in all
grades we can supply.
WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED IN
BETTER GRADE CANAL ZONE?
Comprehensive "Canal Zone"
stock available
Satisfaction or Immediate Refund
Gladly Sent on Approval with References
Installment Payment Terms If Desired
(N0 Interest or Carrying Charges)

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
SPA
CSA

88 Beacon Street
Boston, Mass. 02108
Phone (617) 523-2522
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